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Abstract
The proposed technique which has been called Double Weighted Moving Average (DWMA) was compared in
performance with five already analyzed, Castillo, M. del R. et al. (2015), quantitative techniques: simple moving
average, weighted moving average, exponential smoothing, trend projection and lineal regression; in order to improve
the accuracy of chemicals supplier’s sales forecasts used to plan operations in Mexican industry. These forecasts are
complex because; some Mexican companies handle up to 500 different materials and have up to 1000 customers with
changing consumption patterns.
The present DWMA forecasting technique was added to the system (algorithms and software) developed in the first
part of the work, Castillo, M. del R. et al. (2016). Errors obtained with the five originally proposed techniques were
compared versus the error obtained with the new technique.
The system was applied to two Mexican chemicals suppliers. The new DWMA proposed technique showed, for the
company one, better performance than the other five techniques, because most of its products have sales behavior with
various patterns combined with seasonality. In the case of the company two, DWMA technique turned out to be the
third of the six techniques used with lower error, because the behavior of most of its products presents random behavior
sales data. The symmetric medium absolute percentage error, SMAPE, measurement is used on the system to measure
each technique error. On the other hand, DWMA technique was better than the forecasting technique used in each
company, in 56% for the first company products, who uses simple moving average, and in 81.8% of the second
company products, who uses trend projection.
Keywords: sales forecasting techniques, double weighted moving average (DWMA), symmetrical medium absolute
percentage error (SMAPE)
1. Introduction and Background
The forecasting plays a central role in the function of a company's operations, Hahmias, S. (2007). Any business
planning is based on forecasts. The two company functional areas that make greater use of the forecasts are marketing
and production. Marketing usually forecasts sales of new and existing lines product. The production department uses
sales forecasts for planning operations.
Effective planning, Heizer, J. (2009), in short and long-term prognosis depends on the demand for the company's
products. Good forecasts are crucial to all aspects of the business: The prognosis is the only estimate of the demand
until the actual demand is known. Therefore, forecasts of demand guide decisions in the areas of human resources,
capacity and supply chain management.
Sales forecast model makers developed the initial models in the 1950s and 1960s, have been accumulating experience
in sharpening their models, Crawford, M. (2011), and are now a mature, large and profitable industry. Their models are
readily available to consumer packaged goods innovators and quite inexpensive compared to test markets and rollouts.
The models allow diagnostic output as well as sensitivity testing. Unfortunately, the models: require massive amounts
of data to work well, are built on assumptions no longer valid (For example, reliance on mass advertising and
easy-to-get distribution) and become so complex that managers are wary of them.
It is interesting to note that, the most successful firms by far use the simplest methodology and require the least data.
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For Chase, R. (2014), forecasts are vital for any business organization, as well as any major management decision.
Forecasts are the bases of the long-term corporate planning. In the functional areas of finance and accounting, forecasts
represent the basis for budgeting and controlling costs. Marketing depends on sales forecast to plan new products,
estimate compensations to the sales staff and make other key decisions. With forecasts, production and/or operations
staff makes regular decisions like the process selection, capacity and production planning, distribution scheduling, and
proper raw materials and final product inventories.
Forecasting is fundamental in any planning effort. In the short term, and in order to respond to changes in demand,
forecast allows adjusting the needs of: materials, spare parts, services, schedules and varying labor. In the long term, it
is required as a basis for predicting strategic changes, such as the development of new markets, create new products or
services and expand or build up new facilities.
Otherwise, the sales and operations planning is a process that helps to provide better customer service, to low inventory
handling, to offer customers shorter delivery times, to stabilize production rates and to make easier the business
handling for the management staff.
Moreover, in order to have sales forecasts more accurate, or with a minor mistake, it is proposed a new quantitative
technique for sales forecasting, called Double Weighted Moving Average (DWMA). A system (algorithm and
software) was developed for calculating the forecasted sales for each product by applying five established and the new
proposed techniques. The system evaluates the error of each technique and selects the lowest error one.
2. Forecasting Techniques
Forecasting is the art and science of predicting future events, Heizer, J. (2009). It may involve the management of
historical data to project future through some kind of mathematical model. It can be a subjective or intuitive prediction
of future, or a combination of both, i.e., a mathematical model adjusted for the judgment of an administrator.
Demand forecasts are projections of demand for products or services of a company. These forecasts, also called sales
forecasts, orienting production, capacity and scheduling company systems, and serve as inputs in financial planning,
marketing and personnel.
To Nahmias, S. (2007), the characteristics of the forecasts are:
 Usually they will be wrong.
 A good forecast also gives a measure of error.
 Forecasting several units together is easier than with individual units.
 The more a long future forecast is made; the less accurate it will be.
 A forecasting technique should not be used to exclude known information.
The forecasting model, Chase, R. (2014), which a company should choose depends on:
1. The time horizon they will be forecasted.
2. The data availability.
3. The required accuracy.
4. The size of the budget for forecasting.
5. The availability of qualified personnel.
Guide to select an appropriate method of forecasting:
Forecasting Method
Linear regression
Simple
Average

Moving

Weighted
moving
average and simple
exponential smoothing
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Pattern data

Forecast horizon

Stationary season, trends
and seasonality
Data must be stationary
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trend
and
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Short to medium
Short

Short
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A company, Chopra, S. (2010), may find it difficult to decide which method is most appropriate for forecasting. In fact,
several studies have indicated that using multiple forecasting methods to create a combined forecast is more effective
than using any one method alone.
Basic approach to demand forecasting.
The following basic, six-step approach helps an organization perform effective forecasting.
1. Understand the objective of forecasting.
Every forecast supports decisions, so an important first step is to identify these decisions clearly.
2. Integrate demand planning and forecasting throughout the supply chain.
A company should link its forecast to all planning activities throughout the supply chain. These include capacity
planning, production planning, promotion planning, and purchasing, among others. This link should exist at both the
information system and the human resources management level. As a variety of functions is affected by the outcomes
of the planning process, it is important that all of them be integrated into the forecasting process.
3. Understand and identify customer segments.
A firm must identify the customer segments, the supply chain serves. Customers may be grouped by similarities in
service requirements, demand volumes, order frequency, demand volatility, seasonality, and so forth. In general,
companies may use different forecasting methods for different segments. A clear understanding of the customer
segments facilitates an accurate and simplified approach to forecasting.
4. Identify the major factors that influence the demand forecast.
Next, a firm must identify demand, supply and product-related phenomena that influence the demand forecast. On the
demand side, a company must ascertain whether demand is growing, declining, or has a seasonal pattern.
5. Determine the appropriate forecasting technique.
In selecting an appropriate forecasting technique, a company should first understand the dimensions that are relevant to
the forecast. These dimensions include geographic area, product groups, and customer groups. The company should
understand the differences in demand along each dimension and will likely want different forecast and techniques for
each dimension.
6. Establish performance and errors measures for the forecast.
Companies should establish clear performance measures to evaluate the accuracy and timeliness of the forecast. These
measures should be highly correlated with the objectives of the business decisions based on these forecast.
3. Method
3.1 Hypothesis
Considering hypothesis test used:
μ = Average error of prediction techniques Sales (1-Simple Moving Average, 2-Weighted Moving Average,
3-proyeccción trend, 4-Exponential Smoothing, 5-Linear Regression and 6-Double Weighted Moving Average.
H : µ ≥ µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4, µ5
0

6

H : µ < µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4, µ5
a

(1)

6

H : µ ≥ µ1, µ3
0

6

H : µ < µ1, µ3
3.2 Universe

a

(2)

6

According to the Pochteca census from the National Association of the Chemical Industry, there are 300 chemicals
distributors in México.
3.3 Procedure
Heizer, J. (2009) proposed seven steps in order to initiate the design and implementation of a forecasting system. All of
them were followed for the present development. They are:
I. Determine the forecast use: The chemicals suppliers use forecasts to meet its future sales, in order to better plan their
operations.
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II. Select th
he aspects to prredict: Chemiccals future sales of a companyy are forecastedd based on its hhistorical saless data.
III. Determ
mine the time ho
orizon of the fo
orecast: The forecast is usuallly made for thee short and meddium term (exttension
of time up to
t one year). It is also used to plan purchasin
ng, scheduling work, determinning levels of llabor, assigningg work
and decide production lev
vels.
u
simple mo
oving average,, weighted mooving average, the trend projection,
IV. Select forecasting models: It was used
nd simple linearr regression. Th
hese five technniques plus the Double Weighhted Moving A
Average
exponentiaal smoothing an
DWMA is calcculated twice aas follows:
(DWMA) technique
t
are used
u
to predict the short and medium
m
term. D
))) / 2
Where
d
weighted moving averrage
DPMP is double
PMP is thee weighted mov
ving average.
The SMAP
PE (symmetricc average abso
olute percentag
ge error) technnique was useed in the compputer program
m as an
assessmentt method of thee forecast accurracy.
V. Collect the necessary data for the forecasts.
f
A 3 years period oof monthly historical sales data (2010-20122) was
collected in
n order to makee the sales foreecast for the neext twelve monnths. Excel softtware was usedd for the databaase and
the prelimin
nary analysis. Table
T
1 shows the historical sales
s
data (20100-2012) for twoo of the fifty chhemicals analyzzed for
company 1. In the case off the company 2, twenty-fourr products weree analyzed.
Table 1. Th
hree years (36 months) sales data for compaany 1, productss 1 and 2

m the forecast: The algorithm
m of Figure 1 was
w used to devvelop the compputer program tthat calculates the six
VI. Perform
quantitativee techniques (Simple
(
movin
ng average, weighted movinng average, prrojection of thhe trend, exponnential
smoothing,, simple linearr regression an
nd the proposeed technique ccalled double-w
weighted moviing average) aand the
SMAPE errror. It also gen
nerates a graph
hic with the histtorical data andd the forecasteed values, and selects the leasst error
technique.
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Fig
gure 1. Algorith
hm used to dev
velop the comp
puter program tthat makes a tw
welve months ssales forecast
The compu
uter program was
w developed in
i Hyper Text Markup
M
Languuage, HTML, thhe programminng language PH
HP and
the Apachee server modulee of the XAMP
PP software; acctually, program
m is in registraation process inn National Instiitute of
Author Rig
ghts, under num
mber SEP-IND
DAUTOR 03-20
016-0425105544500-01.
The prograam has featuress that allows uss to read the daata files, calcullate six forecassting techniquees (including thhe new
proposed teechnique, DWM
MA), calculatee the error of eaach prediction ttechnique (SM
MAPE), plot thee original data aand the
forecasting
g techniques ressults and selectt the most accu
urate technique.. If the error vaalue, of the minnor error techniique, is
greater than
n 0.33 we recom
mmend using this
t technique and
a a qualitativve method. As a reference, inn the case of com
mpany
1, they use experts’ opinion, and compaany 2 uses Delp
phi Method, ass qualitative tecchniques.
A user´s manual
m
of the computer
c
progrram is availablle from the aut
uthors. It contaains the followiing chapters: S
System
installation
n, system impleementation con
nsiderations forr archiving andd database systtem menu.
VII. Validaation of the results. The progrram results were compared w
with those obtaiined previouslyy in Excel in oorder to
verify the agreement
a
of th
he two sets of values.
v
To perfform this step iit was made a ttest with randoom numbers annd later
on with thee data from tw
wo companies. Each month, the program i s run with thee newer data ggenerated by de sales
departmentt, it determiness the minor erro
or technique with
w updated daata and generatees a new sales forecast.
4. Results
Some charaacteristic resultts, after running the sales foreecast program, with the data oof two Mexicann chemicals supppliers
are shown in Table No. 2 and Figures 2 to 5.
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Table 2. Teechniques used
d and the percentage of produ
ucts with lowerr error for the ccompany 1 andd 2
Doublle weighted mo
oving average
Weigh
hted moving av
verage
Linearr regression
Expon
nential Smooth
hing
Simplle moving averrage
Projeccting the trend
TOTA
AL

Company 1
32.00
26.00
16.00
12.00
10.00
4.00
100

Com
mpany 2
13.004
0
47.882
4.344
26.008
8.699
99.997

Figure 2. Comparison
C
of actual
a
sales (blue line) to the forecast
f
of the company 1 tecchnique simple moving averagge (red
lin
ne) and the prop
posed techniqu
ue double weig
ghted moving aaverage (green line) with a SM
MAPE <0.33
hs one and two
o are representeed: the actual saales values, thee simple movingg average foreccast from comppany 1,
In the graph
and those predicted
p
by do
ouble weighted
d moving averaage technique. In both cases, the DWMA teechnique had tthe less
error. Thesse graphs are ex
xamples of the results obtaineed for 56% of ccompany 1 forrecasted produccts.
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Figure 3. Comparison
C
of actual
a
sales (bllue line) to the forecast
f
of the company 1 sim
mple technique moving averagge (red
lin
ne) and the prop
posed techniqu
ue double weig
ghted moving aaverage (green line) with a SM
MAPE <0.33

Figure 4. Comparison
C
of actual sales (bllue line) to the forecast of thee company 2 teechnical projecction of the trennd (red
lin
ne) and the prop
posed techniqu
ue double weig
ghted moving aaverage (green line) with a SM
MAPE <0.33
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Figure 5. Comparison
C
of actual sales (bllue line) to the forecast of thee company 2 teechnical projecction of the trennd (red
lin
ne) and the prop
posed techniqu
ue double weig
ghted moving aaverage (green line) with a SM
MAPE <0.33
phs three to five are representted: the actual sales values, tthe trend projeection forecastiing technique uused in
In the grap
company 2,
2 and those prredicted by thee double weigh
hted moving avverage techniqque. In the threee cases, the D
DWMA
technique had
h the less errror. These grap
phs are examples of the resuults obtained foor 81.81% of company 2 foreecasted
products.
5. Discussiion
The analysis of the compaany two sales data
d shows that in 45.8% of th e products, thee sales have zerro or near zero vvalues,
in two or more
m monthly data
d per year. By
B using the SM
MAPE techniquue to measure tthe error of thee sales forecast,, based
on these cero sales data, itts value was alw
ways greater th
han 0.33 (SMA
APE > 0.33). Thhis company usses the Delphi m
method,
a qualitativ
ve forecasting technique, mo
ore successfully
y than any othher quantitativee technique, w
when forecastinng with
zero month
hly sales valuees. With severaal data of cero monthly saless, it is recomm
mended to channge from quanttitative
techniques to a qualitative one, in orderr to produce a useful
u
forecast..
6. Conclussions
From the an
nalysis of two sets of sales daata, we conclud
de that, it is posssible to make sshort and mediium term forecasts by
using simple forecast mod
dels, as requireed for sales and
d operations pllanning. Asserttion that matchhes with the ressults of
Adya and Collopy
C
(1998)) and Chase, R.
R (2014).
For both co
ompanies most of the products forecasted by
y the Double W
Weighted Movinng Average (DW
WMA) techniqque had
lower SMA
APE error than those forecasteed by the preferred techniquee used by each ccompany; in thhe case of comppany 1,
in 56% of products,
p
in thee case of comp
pany 2, in 81.8%
% of products.
Analysis off data and errorrs of the compaany two, showeed that when thhe error value iss greater than 00.33 in real salees there
are at least two or more zeero values in monthly
m
sales, i.e.,
i no sales orr marginal saless during those m
months, as com
mpared
with the reest of values of
o other month
hly sales. In su
uch cases it is recommendedd to use a quaalitative techniique to
reinforce or correct the fo
orecasted valuees.
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